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Title word cross-reference

activities [MGS79]. advance [Nar78]. allocation [BB79]. analysis
[Gar79, KM79]. authorship [dBR79b].

bibliography [Vla78]. big [SM79]. Book [BH79, VP78]. bureaucracy
[Sza79].

cancer [CS79]. carbides [BK79]. careers [KM79, Vla79c]. characteristics
[MGS79]. chemistry [RLH79]. Citation [MM79, SM79, Gar79, RI79, SC79].
co [dBR79b]. co-authorship [dBR79b]. collaboration
[dBR78, dBR79b, dBR79a]. computer [DRR79]. Cooperative [RLH79].
countries [RI79].

developed [RI79]. Differences [BB79]. disciplines [SC79]. distribution
[Kun79]. distributions [Vla78]. domain [CS79]. Dynamics [BK79].

field [BK79]. flow [BK79]. Frequency [Vla78].

Gaps [IL79]. grants [BB79]. growth [CS79, Gil78].

history [dBR79b].


Knowledge [CS79].


matrix [KM79]. measurement [CS79]. measures [HV78]. Measuring [Gil78]. Mobility [Vla79a]. modern [dBR79b].


Objectivity [Nar78]. options [DRR79]. orientation [BB79]. other [IL79]. output [IA78].


Quotations [Vla79d].


Studies [dBR78, dBR79b, dBR79a, HV78, Nar78]. study [RI79]. system
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[IA78].

team [DRR79]. technology [IL79]. their [SC79]. three [RI79]. ties [KM79].
Time [Kun79]. tool [Gar79].

using [SC79].

versus [Nar78]. via [DRR79].

World [IA78].
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